Summary:
1. Destination Imagination (DI) is an after-school team activity that prepares students for the Regional Tournament. DI allows students to combine their creativity, interests, and performance/problem-solving skills to solve a problem and then present the solution to a panel of judges. Go to https://www.destinationimagination.org/ for more information about the national organization.

2. We play games! We collaborate with each other! We make decisions together! We love outside-the-box thinkers!

Key Topics: The Regional Tournament is usually held on a Saturday toward the beginning of March. The State Tournament is usually held on a Saturday at the beginning of April. Dates have not been determined yet.

Expectations: Attendance at one after-school meeting a week, but more meetings (including weekends) might become necessary as we get closer to Tournaments. Attendance at Tournaments is required. Students who are committed to Robotics should not join DI due to overlapping tournament schedules. Minimal fundraising is necessary for team registration and tournament fees.
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